Continental cut-off machines cut pipe and tube quickly and cleanly using the unique rotary cut-off method. This method and our machines have a number of benefits over other processes:

- Because the blade only passes through the tube’s wall thickness, not the entire diameter, cuts are much faster than band saws, cold saws, etc.
- No chips are created and usually no coolant is required, so your parts and the work area stay clean. No chips, No mess, No hassle!
- The cut is smooth and clean with minimal burrs, so secondary de-burring operations can often be eliminated.

Visit our website at [www.continentalcutoff.com](http://www.continentalcutoff.com) to learn more about rotary tube cutting!

Programmable, automatic tube feeders are available for all Continental pipe and tube cut-off machines. From simple “one-stick-at-a-time” feeders to complete tube bundle to cut parts systems.

- One-stick-at-a-time, programmable tube feeders allow you to manually load one stock length into the feeder. The unit will then feed and cut the tube into programmable lengths.
- More complete systems include tube bundle-loading. You place a complete bundle of tubes into the feeder. The system will feed one tube length at a time into the feeder rolls and then feed that tube into the cut-off machine to be cut into programmable lengths.
- A tube storage table can be provided. In this case the operator manually loads tube lengths onto the table. The system will feed one tube length at a time into the feeder rolls and then feed that tube into the cut-off machine to be cut into programmable lengths. By simply keeping the storage table loaded, the machine will run continuously.

Visit our new website at [www.continentalcutoff.com](http://www.continentalcutoff.com) to learn how Continental’s rotary cut-off machines can improve your tube cutting operation.